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Abstract. In recent years increasing effort has been devoted to objectively evaluate the efficiency of ho-
mogenisation methods for climate data; an important effort was the blind benchmarking performed in the
COST Action HOME (ES0601). The statistical characteristics of the examined series have significant impact
on the measured efficiencies, thus it is difficult to obtain an unambiguous picture of the efficiencies, relying only
on numerical tests. In this study the historical methodological development with focus on the homogenisation
of surface temperature observations is presented in order to view the progress from the side of the development
of statistical tools. The main stages of this methodological progress, such as for instance the fitting optimal
step-functions when the number of change-points is known (1972), cutting algorithm (1995), Caussinus –
Lyazrhi criterion (1997), are recalled and their effects on the quality-improvement of homogenisation is briefly
discussed. This analysis of the theoretical properties together with the recently published numerical results
jointly indicate that, MASH, PRODIGE, ACMANT and USHCN are the best statistical tools for homogenis-
ing climatic time series, since they provide the reconstruction and preservation of true climatic variability in
observational time series with the highest reliability. On the other hand, skilled homogenizers may achieve
outstanding reliability also with the combination of simple statistical methods such as the Craddock-test and
visual expert decisions. A few efficiency results of the COST HOME experiments are presented to demonstrate
the performance of the best homogenisation methods.

1 Introduction

Recently the COST Action HOME (ES0601) (hereafter:
HOME) has evaluated the methodological progress in ho-
mogenisation of climatic time series. The project, which ter-
minated in October 2011, fostered the development of new
statistical tools for homogenising time series, as well as the
objective assessment of the effectiveness of traditional and
newly-developed methods. After this fruitful period it is
timely to examine the recent methodological advances and
new scientific results in a wider historical context. In this
study a brief overview of the historical development of ho-
mogenisation methods is presented, focusing on those steps
that turned out to have lasting influence on the practical solu-
tions of the homogenisation task. Most findings are valid for
the homogenisation of annual and monthly surface tempera-

ture datasets of high spatial correlations in networks, or for
the homogenisation of other climatic variables when some
basic statistical properties (length of time series, spatial cor-
relations, etc.) are comparable with those of the surface tem-
perature datasets. The review is supplied with some illus-
trations about the efficiencies of the best methods relying on
recent test results of HOME.

2 The birth of statistical homogenisation

The idea that technical-originated biases should be elimi-
nated from climatic time series through spatial comparisons
of the data is as old as the existence of professional me-
teorological observing networks, and documents prove that
homogenisation, i.e. correction of local biases for sections
of observed time series took place as early as in the 19th
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century (Kreil, 1854). The earliest methods were the subjec-
tive estimation of biases based on visual inspection of the ob-
served data and the use of experimental measurements. For
example, surface temperature measurements of Milan (Italy)
between 1763 and 1834 were adjusted (Kreil, 1854) due to
changes in the daily routine of observations. That time daily
7 observations were done in Milan (at 00:00, 03:00, 06:00,
09:00, 12:00, 18:00 and 21:00 LT), but Kreil and his col-
leagues wanted to produce more accurate daily mean tem-
peratures than the average of such seven data daily. For this
reason, a 16 month long experiment of hourly observation
performed in Padua, and the bias of the average of the seven
observations from the true daily mean was revealed, then the
daily mean temperatures of Milan were corrected.

The first documented application of statistical homogeni-
sation is known from 1925. The Austrian climatologist Vic-
tor Conrad searched possible change-points by splitting the
series of annual precipitation totals into two parts at each
year and assuming that the break is in the year for which
the statistic shows the most significant difference between
the two parts (Conrad, 1925). In the referred study the ra-
tio of the upper and lower quartiles for two time series were
compared, but Conrad also proposed two further statistical
methods for detecting change-points. The scale of the appli-
cable statistical tools is wide, since a change-point may cause
significant difference in the means, accumulated anomalies,
mean rank-order values, etc. between two parts of a time se-
ries. If the shift in the change-point is large compared to the
noise level, these differences can even easily be identified vi-
sually (Fig. 1). When the signal-to-noise ratio is lower, statis-
tical significance examination may help to make the distinc-
tion between random fluctuations and true inhomogeneities.
Since the appearance of the first statistical homogenisation
method, a large number of types and versions of homogeni-
sation methods have been developed. Note that in spite of the
great development of statistical tools, subjective decisions
have not disappeared completely from the homogenisation
of climatic time series.

3 Until 1990: single change-point models

In the 20th century, a large number of studies dealt with the
problem of time series homogenisation, but before 1990 only
the single change-point problem was analysed intensively.
Around and after the mid 20th century the double mass anal-
ysis became a popular method (Kohler, 1949). In this old
method the accumulated anomalies (i.e. progressive sums of
anomalies from the beginning of the examined period) are
visually compared between the tested series (candidate se-
ries) and another series (reference series). Among the later
developed methods, the Craddock-test (Craddock, 1979) and
the Buishand tests (Buishand, 1982) are also based on the ex-
amination of accumulated anomalies. Buishand (1982) pro-
vided empirically-developed significance thresholds to his
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Figure 1. Summer daily maximum temperatures (Tx) of Tarifa
(Spain) between 1951–2008. The two spectacularly large shifts are
marked with thick lines.

methods, eliminating the need of subjective decisions about
the significance of possible change-points. By contrast, the
Craddock-test is essentially subjective.

Beyond the examination of accumulated anomalies, sev-
eral other kinds of tests were developed for solving the
single change-point problem. A few of the most used
methods are mentioned here. Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test
(Wilcoxon, 1945, also known as Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon
test) is a non-parametric method. It is based on the cal-
culation of rank sum statistics before and after the poten-
tial change-point. The Maronna-Yohai test (Maronna and
Yohai, 1978) is based on maximum likelihood estimations.
In Standard Normal Homogeneity Test (SNHT, Alexanders-
son, 1986) the section-means before and after the potential
change-point are compared. Solow (1987) searched for the
change-points by fitting two-phase linear regression to the
data points. The mentioned four kinds of approach (i.e. non-
parametric method, maximum likelihood estimation, com-
parison of section-means, fitting linear regressions) have sev-
eral other representatives. Among the contemporary meth-
ods the maximum likelihood methods were found to be the
best theoretically and they show the highest performance in
efficiency test examinations (Domonkos, 2008). However,
none of the contemporary statistical methods treats the com-
plex interactions of multiple change-points on the examined
test-statistics or their effects on the calculation of correction-
terms.

A seeming change-point in a climatic time series may
have a macro-climatic or a local, technical origin, and it was
known from the beginning that one must distinguish these
two during the homogenisation (Conrad and Pollak, 1950).
Therefore homogenisation is applied on differences or ra-
tios of two series (relative homogenisation) instead of on one
time series (absolute homogenisation), with very few excep-
tions. In relative homogenisation one of the crucial problems
is that the detected change-points often could be originated
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from more than one inhomogeneous time series and it is not
easy to find the true “culprit”. An important step forward was
the creation of reference series from composite series of the
nearby stations (WMO, 1966).

The best-known and most widely applied homogenisation
method is SNHT. Alexandersson (1986) did not construct
better method than his contemporaries, but his merits are that
he set a good example of practical application from the se-
lecting of time series until the final interpretation of detec-
tion results and provided a user-friendly description of his
statistical method.

There was one additional line of methodological develop-
ment at that time. Hawkins (1972) constructed the method of
optimal segmentation of step-functions for the case of known
number of steps. The presented method was not only op-
timal in statistical sense, but also economical in the use of
computer-time, therefore this method is known also as dy-
namic programming algorithm. With that step research came
close to the solution of the multiple inhomogeneities prob-
lem. However, at that time the importance of the multiple
breaks problem in climatic time series was not widely rec-
ognized. Instead of following this line of research, in the
following years Hawkins turned back to the examination of
single change-point model (Hawkins, 1977).

4 Fast development from the 90’s

Around 1990 global climate change started to be seen as a
potential serious problem and consequently the homogene-
ity of the observed climatic data became more important.
In 1994 the first seminar on data quality control and ho-
mogenisation was held, and since then this series of semi-
nars, which is supported by the World Meteorological Or-
ganisation (WMO), is held regularly in Budapest. New re-
search lines started in the framework of these seminars, but
also independently from them. In the first homogenisation
seminar appeared the initial versions of some excellent sta-
tistical tools. That time the first attempts to detect multi-
ple change-points as a coherent structure (joint detection of
multiple change-points) was published (Szentimrey, 1996;
Caussinus and Mestre, 1996, as well as the stepwise com-
parison of time series, Caussinus and Mestre, 1996) and the
use of multiple reference series (Szentimrey, 1996). In the
same year as the first homogenization seminar, Peterson and
Easterling (1994) published a new method to create reference
series from the weighted averages of values in neighbouring
stations, where the weights are the squared correlations of
the increment series. Since then the latter three methods can
be considered recommended ways for spatial comparisons of
time series.

Easterling and Peterson (1995) published a hierarchic
method for identifying multiple change-points. Later this
method became popular, and it is often referred as cut-
ting algorithm. Modern efficiency examinations show

(e.g. Domonkos, 2011a) that apart from the joint detection of
multiple change-points the cutting algorithm is the best avail-
able tool. A complete new homogenisation method was also
published in the same study (the combination of two phase
regression method with multiple permutation procedure), but
that has no better performance than the other contemporary
methods.

In 1996 the first attempt to detect both change-points and
trend-like inhomogeneities was published, Lanzante (1996)
applied the modified version of Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test.
However, we do not know of any later applications of that
test. Later studies that also considered trend-like inhomo-
geneities, always applied the late version of SNHT (Alexan-
dersson and Moberg, 1997) or Multiple Linear Regression
(MLR, Vincent, 1998). However, efficiency-tests show that
these detection methods have often poorer performance than
the best of the other methods (Domonkos, 2008, 2011a). The
performance of the newer version of SNHT is poorer than
that of the earlier version (Alexandersson, 1986). On the
other hand, Moberg and Alexandersson (1997) set a good
example how to practically apply SNHT or other homogeni-
sation methods that do not include joint detection of multiple
change-points. They applied the reference creation by Pe-
terson and Easterling (1994) and also the cutting algorithm.
They developed a seemingly appealing semi-hierarchic al-
gorithm for detecting multiple change-points, but its effect
is neutral on the efficiency of detection results (Domonkos,
2011a).

In the second part of the 90’s the development of meth-
ods with joint detection of multiple change-points was the
most important research-line. Multiple Analysis of Series for
Homogenisation (MASH, Szentimrey, 1999) counts all the
possible combination of change-point positions and selects
the most likely one based on hypothesis tests. The method
uses multiple reference series to reduce the impact of inho-
mogeneities in reference series on the detection of inhomo-
geneities in the candidate series, and it has a specific phi-
losophy for keeping the false alarm rate low, i.e. the lower
limits of confidence intervals are used as adjustment-factors.
MASH is rather complicated and it is more time consum-
ing than any other homogenisation method, but at the end
of the 90’s it was likely the most effective method. Con-
sidering the reliability and preciseness of change-point de-
tection, the Caussinus-Mestre method (its modern version is
known as PRODIGE, Caussinus and Mestre, 1996; Mestre,
1999), could be its only competitor, but at that time the
Caussinus-Mestre method had not reached its final form yet.
PRODIGE applies multiple stepwise comparisons instead of
reference series. Its detection part uses the maximum likeli-
hood principle with the Caussinus-Lyazrhi criterion (Causs-
inus and Lyazrhi, 1997) for finding the optimal number of
change-points in best fitting step-functions. This criterion
combined with the dynamic programming algorithm to opti-
mize the break positions (Hawkins, 1972) makes PRODIGE
a powerful tool. A few years later the detection algorithm of
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PRODIGE was refined and the ANOVA correction method
was introduced (Caussinus and Mestre, 2004). Since that de-
velopment the efficiency of PRODIGE is similar to the effi-
ciency of MASH.

5 The 21th century: intercomparisons

Around 2000 the first review studies about homogenisation
methods appeared (Peterson et al., 1998; Aguilar et al., 2003;
Auer et al., 2005, etc.) and there are some studies about
the efficiency of change-point detection by different meth-
ods (Easterling and Peterson, 1995; Lanzante, 1996; Ducré-
Robitaille et al., 2003, etc.). However, the first experi-
ments for characterising objectively the efficiencies of ho-
mogenisation methods suffered from substantial shortcom-
ings: (i) simple models were used to generate test-datasets,
thus the resemblance between test datasets and true observa-
tional datasets was generally low; (ii) detection skill (i.e. the
skill in finding the positions of breaks in time series, see
e.g. Menne and Williams Jr., 2005) was calculated only, and
this measure does not always characterise well the skill in
reconstructing and preserving the true characteristics of cli-
matic variability in homogenised time series, (iii) small num-
ber of arbitrarily selected methods were tested only.

From 2004 our general knowledge about the statisti-
cal properties of inhomogeneities in observational datasets
widened. In experiments with a Hungarian observed tem-
perature dataset, statistical characteristics of inhomogeneity-
detection results were compared for true and simulated
datasets. The empirical results showed that high similar-
ity between the characteristics for the observed and artificial
datasets can be obtained only when large number of short-
term, platform-like inhomogeneities are included in simu-
lated time series and most inhomogeneities have small mag-
nitude. These characteristics could remain hidden in direct
examination of observed time series, because short-term in-
homogeneities and small-size inhomogeneities often cannot
be detected at all because of the noise. The newly dis-
covered feature of observed time series is important, be-
cause small-size inhomogeneities have impact on the perfor-
mance in detecting and correcting large-size inhomogeneities
(Domonkos, 2004, 2011a).

Menne and Williams Jr. (2005) examined the detection
skills of homogenisation methods using a simulated dataset
that included change-point sizes determined by a normal dis-
tribution. Domonkos (2008) examined the efficiency of de-
tection parts of fifteen homogenisation methods with a test
dataset whose properties were similar to the observed tem-
perature dataset of Hungary. Beyond detection skill, other
efficiency-measures, such as RMSE and the accuracy of lin-
ear trend-slopes in homogenised time series were calculated.
The influence of parameter-choices on the detection results
was analysed in that study as well.

6 The HOME period

Between 2007 and 2011 HOME provided favourable con-
ditions for the further developments. A benchmark dataset
was created (Venema et al., 2010), which contains sur-
rogate climate networks mimicking the statistical proper-
ties of monthly temperature and precipitation time series
in European observational networks well. In the bench-
mark the frequency of inhomogeneities is diverse, and the
size-distribution of inhomogeneities approaches well the true
characteristics (much more small inhomogeneities than large
ones). In the benchmark the resemblance of simulated net-
works to the real world is demonstrably high which was
not common in earlier validation studies of homogenisation
methods. HOME and the benchmark provided an excellent
opportunity to evaluate the performances of a large num-
ber of whole homogenisation procedures with the participa-
tion of homogenisers from different countries (Venema et al.,
2012). During the benchmark homogenization the true posi-
tions of the breaks remained unknown for the homogenizers.
The blind test results were evaluated calculating RMSE of
monthly and annual values, RMSE of trend-slope estimatons,
detection power, false alarm rate, and some other efficiency
measures. These tests confirmed that PRODIGE and MASH
are indeed among the best homogenisation tools, but several
other results may have been less expected. One main find-
ing of the experiments was that the difference between the
efficiency of PRODIGE and MASH on the one hand, and the
other known methods such as SNHT, Penalised Maximum t-
test (PMT, Wang et al., 2007), etc. is substantially larger than
the differences between detection performances according to
Domonkos (2008, 2011a). The found larger differences for
performances of whole procedures are likely due to the over-
simplified correction algorithms of several methods.

During HOME a new homogenisation method, Applied
Caussinus-Mestre Detection Algorithm for homogenising
Networks of Temperature series (ACMANT, Domonkos,
2011b) was developed for homogenising monthly temper-
ature series. The ACMANT includes the step-function fit-
ting and ANOVA correction segments of PRODIGE, but ap-
plies a bivariate-test for detecting change-points. Two an-
nual variables are used in the detection, one is the annual
mean, and the other is the summer-winter difference. Due
to radiation-connected biases, joint inhomogeneities of these
variables are frequent in mid-latitude temperatures (Drougue
et al., 2005; Domonkos anďSťeṕanek, 2009; Brunet et al.,
2011, etc.), thus the detection model of ACMANT is a pow-
erful tool. The benchmark results show that ACMANT is
the most effective homogenisation method for temperature,
where it should be noted that the presented contribution by
ACMANT was submitted after the deadline and the test was
thus not blind. ACMANT applies the method of Peterson
and Easterling (1994) to build the reference series and with
its inclusion the procedure could be made fully automatic.
ACMANT is able to homogenise time series with data-gaps
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and networks of different-length time series in an automatic
way. It applies sophisticated tools for treating the connec-
tions between annual- and monthly-scale examinations and
corrections. Note that the use of bivariate search for change-
point positions is not limited to ACMANT; it has recently
been applied in another study to homogenise solar radiation
and sunshine duration (Guijarro, 2011).

The methodological development has also been contin-
ued overseas. A new automatic homogenisation method,
USHCN (Menne and Williams Jr., 2009), was published for
homogenising huge temperature datasets, as found in the
United States. The detection part of USHCN includes the
early version of SNHT, cutting algorithm, Bayesian-based
decisions about the form of inhomogeneities, i.e. trend-like
inhomogeneities can also be detected, and a special purpose
significance test. Important novelties of USHCN are that
it applies pairwise comparisons in automated way and au-
tomatically uses metadata. USHCN applies homogeneity-
adjustments only when the individual estimates from pair-
wise comparisons concordantly indicate the need for same-
sign adjustment. USHCN was tested in the HOME experi-
ment. Its general efficiency turned out to be slightly poorer
than that of PRODIGE, MASH and ACMANT, but USHCN
only performed annual correction and has the lowest false
alarm rate. This latter positive feature of USHCN might be-
come crucially important when datasets with low frequency
of large-size inhomogeneities are examined.

Another important step in the methodological develop-
ment is the introduction of perturbed parameter experiments
to the test-process of automatic homogenisation methods
(McCarthy et al., 2008; Domonkos, 2008; Titchner et al.,
2009; Williams et al., 2012). In these examinations some pa-
rameters of the homogenisation methods are varied randomly
(in ensemble tests) or systematically (in sensitivity tests) and
from the synthesis of the results a more complete picture
can be obtained about the connections between the dataset-
properties and the performance of the applied homogenisa-
tion method.

Although the main line of achieving more precise ho-
mogenisation methods is the development of more powerful
statistical tools, an old and very simple method, namely the
Craddock-test was proven to be a very effective homogeni-
sation method in the blind test experiments of HOME. In
case of the Craddock-test, the main protagonist is the ho-
mogeniser. Skilled homogenisers may assess the timing and
size of change-points well by examining the time series sub-
jectively with the help of some simple statistical character-
istics such as the series of accumulated anomalies for the
differences of the compared time series. The relation be-
tween a skilled homogeniser and an automatic homogeni-
sation method is similar to that between a chess-master
and a chess-automat. In the HOME experiments, the re-
sults of Gregor Vertacnik (Slovenia) and Michele Brunetti
(Italy) were as good as that of the best objective and semi-
objective homogenisation methods. Note that the Craddock-
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Figure 2. Efficiencies of monthly temperature homogenisation for
selected homogenisation methods. PRDG= PRODIGE, ACM=
early ACMANT, ACML = late ACMANT, USHC= USHCN, Crad
= Craddock-test.(a) (upper) RMSE of monthly values.(b) (bot-
tom) RMSE of biases in network-mean linear trends.

homogenisers used some selected parts of the benchmark
only, thus their results are not fully comparable with the re-
sults of complete experiments.

The HOME experiments show that the best homogenisa-
tion methods are PRODIGE, MASH, ACMANT, USHCN
and the Craddock-test. Note that these results refer primar-
ily to the homogenisation of surface temperature time series
of relatively dense European or North American observing
networks. In Fig. 2 some efficiency results are illustrated for
the seven best methods participated in the Benchmark ho-
mogenisation. In the construction of these figures full con-
tributions (that used all the 15 surrogated temperature net-
works; Venema et al., 2012) were taken into account, except
for the Craddock-test as Vertacnik’s partial contribution con-
tains only 7 networks. When authors produced more than
one full experiment with different versions of their methods,
the average error of these versions is shown. Most of the effi-
ciencies shown in Fig. 2 are identical to the equivalent results
of Venema et al. (2012), except the results for ACMANT
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late which method was finalised later than the HOME exper-
iments. One can see from the figures that the RMSE error of
homogenised time series is lower than that of the raw data for
all the methods shown. On the other hand, the efficiency can
be negative in such an important climatic characteristic as
the accuracy of the network-wide mean linear trend. For this
characteristic, significant positive efficiencies are produced
only by PRODIGE, MASH, Craddock-test and ACMANT
late. Note that after the HOME experiments ACMANT late
was subjected to further tests, both to blind tests and per-
turbed parameter tests, and that results (Domonkos, 2012)
confirmed the good performance of ACMANT late (Fig. 2).

Based these theoretical considerations and the experi-
ments with the benchmark, the HOME team developed a
software-package for homogenising temperature and precip-
itation time series (www.homogenisation.org). This package
incorporates segments from the best homogenisation meth-
ods examined, thus its efficiency is likely similar or better
than the other best methods.

Finally, it must be noted that progress in homogenisation
methods is never limited to the development and application
of statistical tools. A recent example is the Spanish screen
bias experiment in which the inhomogeneities caused by the
change of the thermometer-screens in the early 20th century
have been quantitatively assessed relying on experimental
parallel measurements from the recent years (Brunet et al.,
2011).

7 Concluding remarks

These conclusions refer particularly to the homogenisation of
annual and monthly surface temperature time series of suffi-
ciently dense observing networks, although some are more
generally valid.

According to our present knowledge six homogenisation
methods can be recommended. They are PRODIGE, MASH,
ACMANT, USHCN, the Craddock-test and the HOME-
software.

The appropriateness of the six methods listed above is of-
ten markedly different in solving particular tasks. For in-
stance ACMANT is a highly efficient tool for homogenising
temperature datasets of mid-latitudes, but is not tailored to
other variables. For homogenising huge datasets USHCN
or ACMANT are recommendable, because these methods
are fully automatic. The HOME-software, PRODIGE and
MASH are usable in wide range of tasks, but certain exper-
tise is needed for their use. The Craddock-test is subjective
and is inappropriate for homogenising large datasets.

Further tests are needed to understand the performance of
homogenisation methods better. The characteristics of cli-
matic time series are diverse, thus a large number of experi-
ments with varied dataset properties is needed.

The general advantages of fully automatic methods are
that they easily can be tested in multiple experiments; their
test results are objective and can be reconstructed at any time.

The use of automatic homogenisation methods still needs
some expertise in the time series preparation and in the inter-
pretation of the homogenisation results.
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